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CHAPTER 3

Optimization of Particle Transfers in the Gibbs Ensemble
Using CB/CFCMC ∗

3.1 Introduction

Many open ensemble simulation methods, such as the Gibbs Ensemble [1–3] or
the grand-canonical ensemble Monte Carlo methods, suffer from a major problem:
if the system’s density is too high or the molecules are too large or complex,
the acceptance probability of insertions and deletions of molecules in the system,
necessary to achieve equilibrium, becomes very low. This results in very inefficient
simulations. For the insertion move, the low probability arises from the energy
penalty due to overlaps with molecules already present in the system, and for the
deletion move, the low probability arises from the high energy penalty of breaking
strongly favorable interactions when removing molecules.

Many biasing techniques have been proposed to overcome this difficulty, among
them the various configurational bias Monte Carlo methods (CBMC) [4–7] based
on the work by Rosenbluth and Rosenbluth [8, 9]. In these methods, the molecu-
lar growth is biased towards energetically favorable configurations by using the
internal bonded potential energy to generate a set of trial positions and the ex-
ternal potential energy to bias the selection of a site from the set of trial positions.
Although these methods enhance the insertion and deletion of molecules, especially
for long chains [10], they still possess a weakness: they all rely on the existence of
cavities in the accepting phase large enough to accommodate the molecule being

∗Based on: A. Torres-Knoop, N. C. Burtch, A. Poursaeidesfahani, S. P. Balaji, R. Kools, F.
Smit, K. S. Walton, T. J. H. Vlugt, D. Dubbeldam, Optimization of Particle Transfers in the
Gibbs Ensemble for Systems With Strong and Directional Interactions Using CBMC, CFCMC,
and CB/CFCMC, submitted
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inserted, and they do not solve the problem of the energy penalty from “breaking
interactions” when removing molecules. To overcome this problem, several meth-
ods have been developed, such as Cavity Bias [11], the Excluded-Volume Map-
Sampling scheme (EVMS) [12], Rotational Insertion Bias Monte Carlo (RIB) [13],
Inflating Flea Method [14], Replica-exchange [15], and Parallel Tempering in both
the chemical potential and the potential strength [16]. An alternative scheme, in-
spired by expanded-ensembles, is Continuous Fractional Component Monte Carlo
(CFCMC) developed by Shi et al. [17]. In this method, the insertion and deletion
of molecules is facilitated by expanding the system with an additional molecule
(fractional molecule). The interactions of the fractional molecule with the sur-
roundings (inter-molecular Lennard-Jones and Coulombic interactions) are scaled
using a parameter λ. When the λ = 0 the molecule has no interactions, when λ = 1
the fractional molecule has full interactions. For thermalization of the system, the
scheme employs conventional Monte Carlo moves such as translations, rotations,
and/or MC-MD hybrid moves, but in addition to these, attempts to change the
scaling factor λ of the fractional molecule using λn = λo+∆λ are performed. When
the scaling parameter of the fractional molecule is greater than or equal to one
(λ ≥ 1), the fractional molecule is ‘fully’ inserted and a new position is selected at
random to start inserting a new fractional molecule. When the scaling parameter
is less than or equal to zero (λ ≤ 0), the fractional molecule is ‘fully’ deleted and an
existing molecule in the system is randomly selected to be the fractional molecule.
Because λ is changed gradually, no spontaneous or explicitly forced cavity form-
ation is necessary and also the energy penalty for breaking interactions is much
smaller. The latter can even be eliminated by adding an additional free energy
bias on λ, which avoids that the λ-move becomes “stuck” at certain values [17].
Torres-Knoop et al. introduced the Configurational Bias Continuous Fractional
Component Monte Carlo method (CB/CFCMC) [18], a combination of CBMC
and CFCMC. This method combines the strengths of both CBMC and CFCMC
to enhance the acceptance probability of the insertion/deletion moves (1) by bias-
ing the insertion of molecules in the system towards favorable configurations and,
(2) by gradually inserting/deleting the molecules using a coupling parameter λ.
The CB/CFCMC method dramatically improves the insertion/deletion acceptance
probability in the grand-canonical and Gibbs ensemble.[18]

Calculations of Vapor-Liquid Equilibrium (VLE) curves are often used to de-
velop/fit force field parameters of molecules due to the sensitivity of the parameters
to the VLE curves (as a function of temperature) [19]. This is largely because the
resulting parameters are fitted over a wide range of densities, and because the
simulated intensive variables (e.g. T and P or chemical potential of species) need
to be the same to high precision in the dense liquid phase as in the coexisting
low-density vapor phase. The latter also makes VLE calculations computation-
ally demanding. Adjusting the force field parameters to VLE data is currently
a cumbersome and computationally expensive task, leading to the development
of methods to improve this procedure [20–22]. Systems with directional and/or
strong interactions, like water and dimethylformamide (DMF), are especially dif-
ficult.
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In this work, we explore the CB/CFCMC method (compared to CFMC and
CBMC) in the Gibbs ensemble for water and DMF, and study the adsorption of
water in metal-organic frameworks. Shi and Maginn [23] showed that CFCMC
gives the same correct results as CBMC when computing the VLE curve of water
with Gibbs ensemble simulations, but enhances the acceptance percentage from
around 0.03% to above 1.0%. Here, we show that using CB/CFCMC the prob-
ability of insertions/deletions increases to almost 10% and we analyze the inser-
tion/deletion probabilities and dependencies in detail. The increase in efficiency
and accuracy makes the CB/CFCMC one of the most suitable methods to study
water, solvents like DMF and DEF (diethylformamide), and ionic liquids [24, 25]
at low temperatures.

3.2 Methodology

CB/CFCMC

In general, if insertions and deletions are not a bottleneck in the simulations, his-
togram reweightening in temperature space [26, 27] is a very efficient algorithm
to calculate vapor-liquid equilibrium curves [28]. However, for multiple compon-
ents, storing the histograms becomes computationally expensive, and the use of
histogram-bins introduces an additional (systematic) error. In practice, accurate
estimations of chemical potentials and partition functions turn out to be nontrivial
and often involve statistical uncertainties [29].

Here, we explore an alternative approach, Gibbs ensemble Monte Carlo (GEMC),
which relies on the efficient insertion/deletion of molecules [1, 2]. In this method,
a macroscopic system with two phases coexisting at equilibrium is represented by
two microscopic systems in different phases (simulated concurrently in two separ-
ate boxes) coupled by the exchange of volume and matter. The thermodynamic
requirements for phase coexistence are that each region should be in internal equi-
librium, and that temperature, pressure and the chemical potentials of all com-
ponents should be the same in the two regions [30]. The temperature is specified
in advance and equilibrium is achieved by performing three types of Monte Carlo
moves:

1. Moves to satisfy internal equilibrium in each of the boxes: displacements or
orientation rotations of a randomly selected molecule in a randomly selected
box.

2. Moves to satisfy equality of pressures: changes in the volume of the boxes
while keeping the total volume constant.

3. Moves to satisfy equality of chemical potentials: exchanges of molecules
between boxes.

In CB/CFCMC (as in CFCMC) the system is expanded with a fractional mo-
lecule which interacts with the surroundings via Lennard-Jones (LJ) interactions
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uLJ (r) and charge-charge interactions uCoul(r) that are scaled using a parameter λ
[17, 18, 23]. Instead of random insertions and deletions of the fractional molecule
(as in CFCMC), in CB/CFCMC the fractional molecule is inserted or removed
using configurational biasing at constant λ values: the internal bonded potential
U int, is used to generate trial positions and the external non-bonded potential
U ext, at a given λ, is used to bias the selection of a site from the set of trial
positions [4, 5].

In the displacement or rotation move, a random molecule (a whole or the frac-
tional molecule) is chosen and a random displacement (or rotation) is performed.
In the volume change move, one of the simulation boxes is chosen randomly and
a random walk is performed in ln(V1/V2). The exchange of molecules between the
boxes is achieved by changing the coupling parameter λ of the fractional molecule
by an amount ∆λ such that if λo and λn refer to the value of λ in the old and
new configurations, respectively, then λn = λo + ∆λ. The value of ∆λ is chosen
uniformly between −∆λmax and +∆λmax and adjusted to achieve approximately
50% acceptance [17].

For the Gibbs ensemble simulations, in each simulation box (box 1 and box 2)
there is a fractional molecule Nf ,1 and Nf ,2 with coupling parameters λ1 and λ2

respectively. These parameters are coupled with each other to ensure a constant
number of molecules in the simulation (λ1 + λ2 = 1). In the following we refer to
λ as the coupling parameter of box 1 (the coupling parameter of box 2 is 1 − λ).
There are two possible outcomes of a change from λo to λn:

• When 0 < λn < 1, the coupling parameter increases/decreases.

If λn > λo the fractional molecule in box 1 increases its interactions with
the surrounding molecules and the fractional molecule in box 2 decreases its
interactions by an equal amount. If λn < λo then the fractional molecule in
box 1 decreases its interactions with the surroundings by a factor ∆λ and the
fractional molecule in box 2 increases its interactions by the same amount.

• When λn ≤ 0 or λn ≥ 1, molecules are exchanged between the phases/boxes.

If λn ≤ 0 then in box 1, the existing fractional molecule is retraced with
λ = λo and a “full” molecule is chosen randomly and converted into the
fractional molecule with coupling parameter λn + 1 . In box 2, the existing
fractional molecule becomes a “full” molecule and a new fractional molecule
is grown with coupling parameter λ = λn − 1.

If λn ≥ 1 then the fractional molecule in box 1 becomes full and a new one
is grown with coupling parameter λ = λn − 1 and the fractional molecule in
box 2 is retraced with λ = λo and a new molecule is chosen randomly and
converted into the fractional molecule with coupling parameter λn + 1.

Many systems show behavior where λ-changes are difficult because in the
Boltzmann ensemble the distribution of λ can go through a deep minimum. For
these cases, an additional bias η on λ can be used, where each state of λ has an
associated biasing factor η which will be removed in the acceptance rules.
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The acceptance rule using CB/CFCMC for the particle swap from box 2 to
box 1 with additional bias is given by [18],

Pacc(o→ n) = min

(
1,

N2,o

N1,o + 1

V1,o

V2,o

W (n)

W (o)
exp(−β(U1,f→w(s

N1,Nf,1

1 ,λo)

− U2,w→f(s
N2−1,Nf,2

2 ,λn)) + (η(λn − 1)− η(λo)))
)

(3.1)

where V1,o is the volume of box 1 in the old configuration, V2,o is the volume of
box 2 in the old configuration, N1,o is the amount of integer molecules in box 1 in
the old configuration, N2,o is the amount of integer molecules in box 2 in the old
configuration, β = 1/kBT , U1,f→w the energy of converting the existing fractional
molecule into a whole in box 1, U2,w→f the energy of converting a whole molecule
into a fractional in box 2, W (o) is the Rosenbluth weight associated with the
removal of the fractional molecule in box 2 (with coupling parameter λo), W (n)
is the Rosenbluth weight associated with the growth of a new fractional molecule
in box 1 with coupling parameter λ = λn − 1 and η(λ) is a self adapting biasing
potential to ensure the λ space is uniformly visited. More details on the method
and the derivation of the acceptance rules can be found in Torres-Knoop et al.
[18].

For computing the adsorption isotherms, simulations in the grand-canonical
ensemble are performed. In this ensemble, the chemical potential (µ), the volume
(V ) and temperature (T ) are kept fixed, and the number of molecules is allowed
to fluctuate. As in the Gibbs ensemble, the insertion and deletion of molecules is
performed by changing the coupling parameter λ. More details can be found in
chapter 1.

Force fields

For the water simulations, three well-known force fields were selected: SPC [31],
SPCFw [32] and Tip5p-Ew [33, 34]. SPC is a rigid three point model, SPCFw is
a flexible three point model and Tip5p-Ew is a rigid five point model. The water
force field parameters are listed in Table 3.1. The van der Waals interactions are
truncated and smoothed with a third order polynomial using a cut off of 10 Å. For
the long-range charge interactions, the Ewald summation method with a relative
precision of 10−6 was used. The hydrogen atoms and lone-pair pseudo atoms (L)
are charge-sites but do not have VDW potentials. In the methods using continuous
fraction (CF), a blocking radius of 1 Å was used on these non-VDW atoms to
avoid the charge-sites from overlapping and causing numerical instability [17].

N,N- dimethylformamide (DMF) was modeled using the re-parametrized OPLS-
UA-CS2 force field by Vahid and Maginn [35] based on the model proposed by
Chalaris and Samios [36]. In the re-parametrization, the bonds, bend and dihed-
ral are the same as original, but the Lennard-Jones parameters have been modified
for a better fit to the experimental VLE curve. In this force field, the carbon and
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SPC SPCFw Tip5p-Ew

atom ε/kB (K) σ (Å) q (e)
HSPC - - 0.41
OSPC 78.2 3.166 -0.82

HSPCFw - - 0.41
OSPCFw 78.2 3.166 -0.82

HTip5p-Ew - - 0.241
OTip5p-Ew 80.51 3.12 0.0
LTip5p-Ew - - -0.241

Table 3.1: Force field models and parameters used for the water molecule. The
parameters were taken as follow: for SPC from [31], for SPCFw from [32] and for
Tip5p-Ew from [34]. For SPCFw the bond-stretching and bond-bending are described
with an harmonic potential. For the bond-stretching a force constant of 533000 K/Å2

and an equilibrium value of 1.012 Å were used and for the bond-bending a force
constant of 38195 K/rad2 and an equilibrium value of 113.24◦ were used.

DMF ε/kB (K) σ (Å) q (e)
CDMF 47.3 3.7 0.45
HDMF 7.18 2.20 0.06
ODMF 226.0 2.96 -0.5
NDMF 144.0 3.2 -0.57
CH3 69 3.8 0.28

Table 3.2: Force field parameters of DMF [35]. The molecule is considered rigid.

hydrogen atoms of the methyl groups are merged together in a united atom CH3

group and the bonds and bends are considered rigid. In the original paper by
Vahind and Maginn [35], the dihedral angle is flexible. We kept it rigid for simpli-
city. Force field parameters of DMF are listed in Table 3.2. A cut-off of 12 Å was
used for both the van der Waals and the charge interactions. The Ewald summa-
tion method was used for the long-range electrostatics with a relative precision of
10−6.

Finally, Zn-DMOF-TM, the metal-organic framework used for the adsorption
of water in the grand-canonical ensemble, was modeled as rigid, with charges
computed using the REPEAT method [37] and force field parameters were based
on the work of Burtch et al. [38]. The force field parameters are listed in Table
3.3.
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Zn-DMOF-TM ε/kB (K) σ (Å)
Zn 6.29 2.49
O 105.67 2.95
C 35.22 3.55
H 15.09 2.42
N 85.54 3.25

Table 3.3: VDW parameters used for the Zn-DMOF-TM metal organic framework.
Based on [38].

All the simulations were done using the RASPA molecular simulation software
for adsorption and diffusion in flexible nanoporous materials [39].

3.3 Results and discussion

3.3.1 Vapor-Liquid Equilibrium

To test the efficiency of Configurational Bias Continuous Fractional Compon-
ent Monte Carlo (CB/CFCMC) in systems with strong directional interactions,
we computed the VLE curve for the three different water models, SPC, SP-
CFw and Tip5p-Ew, using the three different algorithms: CBMC, CFCMC and
CB/CFCMC, in the Gibbs Ensemble. For CFCMC and CB/CFCMC, the num-
ber of accepted particle exchanges is defined as the total number of accepted trial
moves in λ that result in particle exchanges between the boxes. For each temper-
ature, the systems started from the same initial configuration, previously equilib-
rated for 500000 cycles, and were run for 20000 production cycles. Each Monte
Carlo cycle consists of N Monte Carlo moves, N being the number of molecules
present in the system with a minimum of 20.

In Figure 3.1a, the acceptance percentage of the exchange move (accepted
particle exchanges between the boxes divided by the amount of attempts) as a
function of trial moves for the SPC model using CBMC, CFCMC and CB/CFCMC
algorithms is presented. Each color corresponds to a different temperature. The
filled circles are the results obtained using the CBMC algorithm, the crosses us-
ing the CB/CFCMC and the filled squared are labeled CFCMC. The latter are
actually CB/CFCMC simulations with one trial direction (to compare fairly). For
chains there are conceptual differences between CBMC and CFCMC, which are
also implementation dependent. For example, for CBMC the growing process can
be terminated prematurely once all trial-direction are deemed as overlapping (with
other molecules, or in adsorption simulations, with the framework). For CFCMC,
however, the fractional molecule is allowed to overlap with other molecules, and
also all atoms need to have been inserted before any biasing can be applied (after
which the acceptance rule can be applied).

For all temperatures, the acceptance percentage of CFCMC and CB/CFCMC
methods is greatly increased compared to CBMC. The continuous fraction (CF)
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Figure 3.1: (a) Acceptance percentage of the exchange move, and (b) efficiency for
the Gibbs ensemble simulations using CBMC and CB/CFCMC algorithms and for the
SPC water model. The simulations using CB/CFCMC with one trial orientation are
denoted as the CFCMC algorithm. Each color corresponds to a different temperature.
The filled circles are the results obtained using CBMC, the crosses the results obtain
with CB/CFCMC, and the filled squares the results from CFCMC. Using a fractional
molecule greatly improves the acceptance percentage and efficiency.

methods do not rely on the presence of spontaneously formed cavities to insert mo-
lecules, but rather it dynamically creates one by slowly inflating and deflating the
molecules like a balloon. As expected, the acceptance percentages for all the al-
gorithms increase with temperature. For the simulations using the configurational-
bias algorithm, the acceptance probability increases with increasing number of trial
positions and reaches a plateau value. That is, the acceptance can be increased
by using more trial orientations, but at the expense of a higher cpu-time cost.

In Figure 3.1b, the efficiency (number of accepted exchanges per cpu-time in
units of seconds) for the different algorithms and temperatures as a function of
the number of trial positions is shown. The measured time is the time of just
the Gibbs insertion/deletion move for an insertion. The clock-routine was used to
measured the user CPU time. In the simulations using CBMC and CB/CFCMC
the efficiency as a function of the number of trial directions has a maximum at
around 2-3 trial positions. It is well known that for CBMC [40] there is an op-
timal number of trial positions, after which the cpu-time time increases and the
acceptance stays flat, leading to a decrease in the overall efficiency. The biasing
used for water is orientational biasing. For water that forms a hydrogen bonded
network, this biasing is highly advantageous, but in continuous fraction methods
the “average” can be biased away. Moreover, in Gibbs simulations the effect is
reduced by the coupling of the vapor and the liquid box. Also note that, despite
the fact that CBMC has very low acceptance ratios, the performance of CBMC in
terms of efficiency is relatively fair at high temperatures. In CBMC many more
insertion/deletion attempts are performed per cpu-time in contrast to CF-methods
which have to diffuse in λ-space to reach λ < 0 or λ > 1. However, at low temper-
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ature the insertion/deletions are almost absent in CBMC, rendering the CBMC
method very inefficient at low temperatures.

It is important to note that the acceptance percentage and efficiency of CFCMC
and CB/CFCMC strongly depend on (1) the size of the ∆λmax and (2) the quality
of the biasing. Shi and Maginn scaled the ∆λmax to 50% acceptance for the λ-
change move [17]. A larger value leads to less cpu-time for the random walk in
λ-space, a smaller value leads to a higher acceptance ratio. In all the simulations
presented above, we kept ∆λmax = 0.5. This means that ∆λ is randomly chose
between [−0.5, 0.5]. In Figure 3.2a the acceptance percentage of the exchange
move as a function of ∆λmax for 280 K with 3 trial positions is presented. We
can see that the acceptance percentage exponentially decays with an increase in
the maximum ∆λ change. If the histograms were perfectly flat, the acceptance
percentage would go to 50% for the exchange move in the Gibbs ensemble (the
exchange is 50% from box 1 to box 2 and 50% from box 2 to box 1) and to 100%
for the insertion move in grand-canonical ensemble as ∆λmax approaches zero.
In Figure 3.2a, also the efficiency as a function of ∆λmax is presented. We find
that there is an optimal size of ∆λmax of around 0.2, corresponding to about 25%
acceptance. This is significantly lower than the usual values of 40-50% acceptance
recommended for MC-moves like translation and rotation. Woods and Jacobson
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Figure 3.2: (a) Acceptance percentage and efficiency of the exchange move as
a function of the maximum ∆λ displacement in Gibbs ensemble simulation using
CB/CFCMC of SPC water at 280 K. For all simulations, 3 trial positions were used.
The smaller the maximum change in λ (the more gradual the insertion and deletion)
the higher the acceptance percentage. A smaller maximum ∆λ change, also leads to
more cpu-time. In this system the efficiency is optimal around a maximum ∆λ change
of 0.2. (b) Acceptance percentage of the exchange move as a function of the slope
of the added bias in the Gibbs ensemble simulation of SPC water at 280 K (3 trial
positions). By adding an extra bias equal to a*η, we modified the original biasing
factors needed to avoid λ from getting trapped in the minimum close to λ = 1. The
larger the change in the biasing factors (the bigger the slope of the added bias), the
smaller the acceptance percentage.
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Figure 3.3: (a) Final biasing factors (in units of kBT ) after adding a*η extra biasing
with a varying from 0 to 1 to the biasing factors obtained during the equilibration
(using the Wang-Landau method) to ensure all λ values are visited uniformly. As we
increase the slope, this biasing factors are modified more and more, specially around
λ = 1. (b) Obtained histograms in λ-space when using modified biasing factors.
With an increasing slope (modification of the original biasing factors), the coupling
parameter gets ‘more stuck’ in values close to λ = 1 (more number of occurrences of
λ = 1).

already suggested that even for these moves in their system (hard spheres) the
most cost effective is a rather low acceptance ratio of 10% [41, 42].

The next results will illustrate the crucial importance of the biasing. Ideally,
there should be no “diffusion-limitation” of the random walk in λ. If all λ values
are equally likely, then the histogram of λ would be “flat” and the random walk can
not get “stuck” at certain λ-values. In Figure 3.2b, the acceptance percentage for
simulations with different levels of “flatness” in λ-space is presented. The different
levels of flatness were created by modifying the biasing factors from the original
run (which was flat; ∆λmax = 0.5). In order to do this in a systematic way, we
added an extra biasing to the biasing-factors equal to a*η with a varying from 0
to 0.8. In Figure 3.3, we show the modified biasing factors and the corresponding
obtained histograms. We can see that by removing the bias necessary to overcome
the minimum in λ-space close to λ = 1 (Figure 3.3a), the acceptance ipercentage
drops from 9% to almost zero. We note that we find higher acceptance rates than
Shi and Maginn in their work. These authors used a sufficient, but non-optimal
biasing (see Figure 8 from ref. [23]), which significantly diminishes the potential
acceptance ratios because the coupling parameter λ still gets stuck in certain λ-
ranges.

In Figure 3.4a, the results for the vapor-liquid equilibrium curve using the
different algorithms and the SPC water model are presented. The results of the
various methods are in good agreement with each other. The results show that the
SPC water model underestimates the density of liquid water at high temperatures
as compared to the experimental results reported by NIST [43]. It is known that
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Figure 3.4: (a) VLE curve of water using SPC model and three different algorithms:
CBMC, CFCMC and CB/CFCMC. (b) VLE curve of water using three different models
and the CB/CFCMC algorithm.

the SPC water model accurately reproduces the properties of liquid water at ambi-
ent temperatures but fails to reproduce the liquid-vapor equilibrium curve [44–48].
In Figure 3.4b, the vapor-liquid equilibrium curves for the different water models
using the CB/CFCMC algorithm are presented. For the Tip5p-Ew model, again
only the liquid density data around ambient temperature is in good agreement.
As for the SPC model, this problem has been reported before [49]. A fundamental
problem in the water models using a fixed geometry is that the dipole is fixed,
which in reality strongly differs in the vapor and liquid phase [50] due to the effect
of polarizability at high densities. A possible remedy is to use flexible models. For
adsorption, electric-field dependent water models have also been developed [51].

Since biasing is so essential, we analyzed this in some more detail. In Figure
3.5, the λ-histograms for 500000 equilibration cycles as a function of temperature
for the different models using CB/CFCMC are presented. During equilibration of
λ the histograms are measured and used to calibrate the biasing factors using the
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Figure 3.5: Histograms (number of occurrences of a given λ value) as a function of
temperature for the different water models using CB/CFCMC. A uniform color (flat
histogram) indicates that the λ-space is uniformly sampled.
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Wang-Landau method [52]. Ideally, the final histograms should be flat to ensure
the system can visit all λ-states uniformly. If the histograms are completely flat
then the difference of the biasing factor at λ = 0 and λ = 1 is the related to the
difficulty of inserting a molecule. As can be observed, all of the histograms are
reasonably flat.

In Figure 3.6, the difference in biasing factors between λ = 0 and λ = 1 as
a function of temperature is presented for the three different models. The total
biasing needed to swap a molecule from the liquid to the gas phase and vice versa
increases with decreasing temperature, and is of around 12 kBT at 280 K. Without
biasing, single-step insertion/deletions would be rare events at this temperature,
leading to acceptance ratios close to zero.

We further tested the CB/CFCMC method by computing the vapor-liquid co-
existence curve of an other strong and directional self-interacting system: N,N-
dimethylformamide (DMF). DMF is broadly used as a solvent (for example in
metal-organic framework synthesis) and its strong interactions are mostly a con-
sequence of its dipole moment (µ=3.8 D).

In Figure 3.7, the VLE curve of DMF is presented. The simulations were equi-
librated for 50000 cycles and 100000 production cycles were performed, both of
them using 10 trial positions. The experimental values for low temperatures from
reference [53] are well reproduced. Also the results by Vahid et al. [35] are reas-
onably well reproduced. They obtained these results by performing Monte Carlo
simulations in the NPT ensemble at 1 atm with fragment-based configurational
bias, thus not relying on insertions and deletions like the Gibbs ensemble.

In the Gibbs ensemble simulations of DMF, ∆λmax was scaled to achieve 50%
acceptance in the λ-moves. This lead in most of the temperatures to very small
maximum ∆λ changes, which means that even small changes in λ have a large
energy penalty. As we already showed in Figure 3.2a, as ∆λmax approaches zero,
the particle exchange probability becomes close to 50%. For all temperatures we
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(number of occurrences of a given λ value) for Gibbs ensemble simulation of N,N-
dimethylformamide (DMF) at different temperatures. There appears to be a minimum
around λ = 0.4.

obtained an acceptance percentage of the exchange move of around 40%, even
though the histograms are not completely flat (Figure 3.8b). Interestingly there
appears to be a minimum around λ = 0.4 at low temperatures (Figure 3.8a). The
minimum in λ space is related with the density, shape, and packing of the mo-
lecules. We also computed the vapor-liquid equilibrium using the CBMC method
for 280 K and 303 K. For both temperatures we obtained densities that are in good
agreement with the experimental results and with our CB/CFCMC simulations,
however, the acceptance percentage of the exchange move is close to zero. The
equilibration of the system is further achieved via fluctuations in the volume.

For both, DMF and water, CBMC and CB/CFCMC reproduce the VLE curves
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equally well. However, CB/CFCMC is an order of magnitude more efficient than
CBMC. We also see an improvement when using CB/CFCMC as compared to
CFMC, but we expect this to be more substantial for longer and more flexible mo-
lecules, like alkanes. If we would be interested in the VLE curves of more complic-
ated solvents like DMSO (dimethylsulfoxide), tetrahydrofuran, teramethylamine
or mixtures of solvents, using CBMC or CFCMC would require a great amount of
computational time. These simulations would be more feasible using CB/CFCMC.
The efficiency of the method also highlights its applicability for the optimization
of force field parameters.

3.3.2 Adsorption of water in metal-organic frameworks

In the field of metal-organic frameworks (MOFs), one of the concerns for practical
applications is the water stability of the materials [54, 55]. Understanding water
adsorption is important to understand MOF water-(in)stability and therefore help
in the design of next generation porous materials. Water adsorption in nanoporous
materials is also interesting for the purification of water waste [56, 57], catalysis [58]
or heat-pumps [59]. Adsorption isotherms are obtained by performing Monte Carlo
simulations in the grand-canonical ensemble. Water adsorption is very sensitive
to the water model and the chemical composition of the pores [60, 61]. Especially
for hydrophobic zeolites, there is hardly any water adsorption at low pressures,
but once adsorption starts the increase in loading is very steep. Water adsorption
at low pressures is usually related to adsorption at defects. The steepness of the
inflection in the isotherm brings forth a computational problem. The slope of the
isotherm is related to the amount of fluctuations in the number of molecules which
means a large phase-space needs to be sampled [62, 63]. Two problem areas are:
(1) accuracy and (2) efficiency. The former means that the sampling method needs
to be ergodic, and the latter implies that a scheme should be used with efficient
insertions and deletions.

To analyze the performance of CB/CFCMC in the simulation of water ad-
sorption isotherms, we studied the adsorption of SPC water at 298 K in the
Zn-DMOF-TM metal-organic framework. Zn-DMOF-TM is a well known metal-
organic framework that is stable in the presence of humidity [64, 65] and is syn-
thesized using terephthalic acid functionalized with four methyl groups on the
aromatic forming 2D sheets connected to each other in the third dimension using
4-diazabicyclo[2.2.2]-octane (DABCO). In Figure 3.9a, the isotherms for the SPC
water model using CBMC and CB/CFCMC algorithms are presented. The sys-
tem was simulated for 500000 equilibration cycles followed by 500000 production
cycles. The saturation loading obtained in the simulations agrees very well with
the experimental results from Jasuja et al. [65]. The simulations, however, show
an onset of the isotherm step that is shifted to the right. This will be addressed
later. Although both CBMC and CFCMC give the same results within the error
bar and the trends are qualitatively the same, there are quantitative differences
in how the isotherm step occurs in the two approaches. The slope of an isotherm
is proportional to the fluctuations in the number of absorbed particles in the sys-
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Figure 3.9: (a) Adsorption isotherms of SPC water in Zn-DMOF-TM at 298 K using
CBMC and CB/CFCMC algorithms. (b) Adsorption isotherms of SPC water in Zn-
DMOF-TM at 298 K using CB/CFCMC for an evacuated structure, a structure with
one preloaded water molecule per unit cell and a structure with two preloaded water
molecules per unit cell.
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Figure 3.10: (a) Biasing factors (in units of kBT ) used and (b) obtained histograms
(number of occurrences of a given λ value) in the simulation of water adsorption in
Zn-DMOF-TM at 298 K.

tem [62]. For the adsorption of water in Zn-DMOF-TM, the fluctuations are very
large. CB/CFCMC inserts and deletes molecules gradually, thus sampling large
fluctuations (even with a flat histogram) takes more production cycles than normal
CBMC.

In addition to the slow sampling of the large fluctuations in the number of
adsorbed molecules, when analyzing the λ-histogram for the CB/CFCMC method
(Figure 3.10b), we see that the histogram is not entirely flat. As pointed out
before, this means that the values of λ are not uniformly sampled, thus insertion
and deletion of molecules is not performed in an optimal way.

We ran longer simulations (10000 more equilibration cycles and 100000 more
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Table 3.4: Water loading in Zn-DMOF-TM after running the CB/CFCMC simulations
for 10000 more equilibration cycles and 100000 more production cycles.

Isotherm point kPa Initial loading [mol/kg] Loading after more cycles [mol/kg]
4.75 0.85 +/- 0.39 2.59 +/- 1.65
5.7 7.93 +/- 5.75 20.16 +/- 4.15
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Figure 3.11: (a) Insertion acceptance percentage as a function of vapor pressure for
water adsorption in Zn-DMOF-TM using the CBMC and the CB/CFCMC methods.
(b) Biasing factors for different vapor pressure points. In the step of the isotherms the
biasing factors are either similar to the zero loading biasing factors or to the saturation
biasing factors.

production cycles) for two pressure points in the isotherm step: 4.75 kPa and
5.7 kPa. In both cases, the water loading increased (Table 3.4) and the biasing
changed. This suggests that (1) equilibration is slow, and (2) no proper biasing
profile had been obtained. In Figure 3.11a, the acceptance percentage of insertion
as a function of vapor pressure for both methods is presented. For CBMC after
around 4.75 kPa, where the simulations reach saturation, the acceptance percent-
age is close to zero. This, together with the fact that in Figure 3.9a, the error
bars for CBMC after 4.75 kPa are negligible, suggests that the system is trapped
in a metastable state. CB/CFCMC on the other hand has very good acceptance
percentage for all pressure points. The difficulty of sampling the large fluctuations
in the isotherm step for CB/CFCMC is reflected in the decrease of the acceptance
percentage in this pressure range from around 20% to 5%.

Note that adsorption is usually started from a lower pressure point, while de-
sorption is started from an equilibrated system at higher pressures. Many systems
do not show hysteresis and in the absence of hysteresis it is convenient to run all
pressure points independently starting from zero loading (using an “embarrass-
ing parallelization” scheme). However, this can lead to slower convergence as the
Wang-Landau biasing is obtained while the loading is still increasing. The correct
biasing should have been the biasing factors from the final equilibrated system,
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but instead we sometimes obtain biasing values that can actually hamper reaching
equilibration. This can for example be seen in Figure 3.11b. For pressure points
with zero loading (2.6 kPa), at the beginning of the isotherm step (4.75 kPa), and
in the middle of the isotherm step (5.7 kPa), all the biasing factors are basically
the same and correspond to the biasing factors from zero loading. In principle,
they should continuously change between the zero loading biasing factors and the
saturation biasing factors, but this is only the case for the pressure point 6.8 kPa.
For the rest of the pressure points, the biasing factors are still unconverged. A
possible remedy is to fix the biasing values by hand, setting them in the inflection
region to values in between low and high loading.

We conclude that it is an advantage to combine CB/CFCMC with regular
CBMC. That is, we have a fractional molecule and do λ trial moves, but we
also do conventional insertion attempts to insert integer molecules as a whole. In
the isotherm’s region of large fluctuations the insertion probability of CBMC is
sufficiently high, and a quicker change in the overall number of molecules can be
achieved.

Even with better sampling there is still disagreement between the experimental
results and the simulations. This can be due to the water/framework model, as
it has been highlighted before [61], or it could be due to the presence of defects
or initial moisture in the structure in the experiments, which act as nucleation
centers [66].

For example, it has been observed that solvent molecules like DMF can act as
adsorption sites [67]. In Figure 3.9b we present the simulated adsorption isotherms
assuming one and two water molecules per unit cell are already present in the
structure. These structures were created by taking the evacuated Zn-DMOF-TM
and inserting one and two water molecules close to the metal sites (where they
would naturally adsorb first) respectively. The extra molecules were kept fixed
during the simulations, since we were only interested in analyzing how much would
the presence of a nucleation center shift the shooting pressure of the isotherm.
Qualitatively, pre-loaded water molecules shift the water isotherm to the left and
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TM structure on the adsorption isotherm of water at 298 K using the CBMC method.
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closer to experiments for both the CBMC and CB/CFCMC methods. CBMC
results are presented in Figure 3.12. These results suggest that a possible source
of disagreement between simulations and experiments for the onset of the water
isotherms comes from the presence of water (or left-over solvents) that can not be
removed easily.

3.4 Conclusions

Computing VLE curves is important to understand fluid phase properties, but also
because VLE curves are often used for force field development. The CFCMC and
CB/CFCMC methods are well-adapted to compute VLE properties for strongly
interacting solvents, like water and DMF, even at low temperatures. These meth-
ods would therefore also be the method of choice for studying adsorption in ionic
liquids. However, in these cases it is crucial to use λ-biasing which makes the
histograms in λ-space sufficiently flat. A non-optimal biasing of even 4 or 5 kBT
severely reduces acceptance ratios. Optimal biasing leads to acceptance ratios
roughly between 20-30%, depending on the system and ∆λmax. For adsorption
simulations of systems where the isotherms steeply increase the CFCMC and
CB/CFCMC are relatively slow to change the number of molecules. The methods
have to diffuse, effectively performing a random walk in λ-space. Under these
steep-isotherm conditions the sampling of large fluctuations in the number of mo-
lecules becomes a problem. This problem can be remedied by enhancing CFCMC
and CB/CFCMC methods with regular CBMC moves on integer molecules.
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